Thanks to the Affordable Care Act (ACA or Obamacare), 1.9 million Floridians have gained access to affordable health coverage.\(^1\) But Florida lawmakers are choosing to leave nearly 600,000 low-income Floridians in the health coverage gap.\(^2\)

WHAT IS THE COVERAGE GAP?
Under the ACA, states can choose to make free health coverage available to all low-income residents by strengthening Florida’s Medicaid program. However, Florida lawmakers have chosen not to close the health coverage gap, leaving hundreds of thousands of Floridians without affordable health coverage.

The health coverage gap:

**Parents (Family of 3)**

- **Medicaid**
  - No Coverage

- **Discounted Coverage Through HealthCare.gov**
  - Parent making $570 - $1,673 a month
  - Parent making $1,674 - $6,697 a month

**Nonparents**

- **No Coverage**

- **Discounted Coverage Through HealthCare.gov**
  - Adult making $981 - $3,923 a month

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR FLORIDIANS
Floridians who make slightly more money can get free or low-cost health coverage through HealthCare.gov, while those making slightly less have to pay full price for health coverage – or go without it.
WHAT YOU CAN DO

1. Connect with Young Invincibles: [http://bit.ly/1Ig0WYk](http://bit.ly/1Ig0WYk)
   **Twitter:** @YoungInvincible  **Facebook:** Together.Invincible
   We can help your share your story and contact your lawmakers.

   **Twitter:** @FlaHealth  **Facebook:** FLHealthAlliance
   Visit the website to sign up for text alerts and become a volunteer in your neighborhood.

3. Share this fact sheet with your family and friends!
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